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A shocking murder. A web of lies. A woman
frantically searching for the truth. A twist you’ll
never see coming.
It starts with a phone call—Sondra Ellis’ beautiful and beloved
baby sister, Tracy, disappears during a jog along Chicago’s
snowy lakefront. Sondra is devastated when Tracy’s body is
found days later with her face bashed in, the victim of a
mugging gone wrong.
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Over a year later, Sondra is still unable to come to grips with
her sister’s gruesome death. She comforts herself with the
knowledge that though she died young, Tracy led a charmed
life: a successful career, a close circle of friends and a blissful
marriage.
However, a series of odd and unsettling encounters reveal the
cracks in her sister’s “perfect” life; inexplicable appointments,
puzzling messages and secrets and lies at every turn.
And what of her sister’s widowed husband and his peculiar new
wife? What secrets are they harboring about Tracy’s
incomprehensible death?
As Sondra unravels the mystery of what happened to her
sister, she has no idea she’s on a collision course with a
horrifying truth—and deadly consequences.

KILLING ME SOFTLY is page-turning psychological thriller
that will keep you guessing right to the end . . .
Praise For KILLING ME SOFTLY:
“[A] cross between ‘Sleeping with the Enemy’ and a superb murder
mystery.”
-a CrimeReadersBlog.Wordpress.com
“[Killing Me Softly] is a book that will leave the reader scratching
their head trying to figure out the villain.”
-Examiner.com (New Orleans)
“A gripping suspense read.”

-WiLoveBooks.Blogspot.com

